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About This Game

In this game you have to find seven artifacts, which, according to legend, the need to create a cure for the virus, which is
rampant in many star systems.

To do this, you have to fly a dozen star systems, dozens of planets to visit with different climates, search the abandoned stations
and lunar bases. Somewhere you will be trapped hostile-minded creatures, and somewhere in the environment itself is opposed

to you.
You need to be constantly maintained at a level of oxygen reserves and life support systems, both on the ship and the main

character.
In search of artifacts you will be find black boxes left by previous searchers, whose efforts have been unsuccessful.

And also do not forget about the search for dark energy and matter are brought together, you can create antimatter, with which
you can make jumps between star systems.

And, of course, you can just take a leisurely stroll, flying around a pulsar or black hole, walking on new worlds.

Features:
At some locations you can hear the real sounds of celestial bodies (electromagnetic waves transferred to the audible range), such

as a pulsar, black hole sun, the magnetosphere of Saturn and others.
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Title: Infinitum
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
VGstudio
Publisher:
VGstudio
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7,8,10 (64bit)

Processor: Core i3, 2.10 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 610M 1 gb ram

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: The sound device compatible with DirectX® 9

English,Russian
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This is something new! It is a cute game.
Wish I play more games like this.
The color scheme and art are pleasing to the eye. There are no saving slots here so do not screw up on the first date.
The characters are charming - each in its own way ...
They are all so cute so I couldn\u2019t kill any of them.
While playing this game, I stopped feeling like an awkward asocial animal- and find a soulmate.. A great game from the creator
of Diablo.
Tons of classes to choose from with play styles for everyone.
I really have enjoyed playing this game and seeing the amazing game it is now.
. this is really good for someone who needs a motivation boost :)
really loved all of it! I'll definitely be on the lookout for more from the lovely people who made this ^^. Game isnt bad, not sure
why all the bad reviews. Certainly not the best game I have ever played but it is certainly a good time waster. I like that you can
change the difficulty to complete the game quickly then challenge yourself to complete it on harder modes.

Also, kudos to the developer for including this in a charity bundle!. Well written, well made, and beaucoup disturbing. It's short
though, even if you go through it for the achievements. 90 minutes tops. 75\/100

The good

Excellent writing
Great use of incidental music and effects
Refreshingly disturbing
Lots of save slots to load a game and try different options
You probably won't look at a doll or a lily-of-the-valley the same way again
Achievements and cards

The good

Very short
Minimal replay value
Subject material may irk or offend susceptible people (it didn't bother me, but we do live in the era of the readily offended
snowflake)
. Awesome arcade game. This game would have been right at home at the arcade back in the 80's or 90's. Add in some
progression on PC and it's a game I can play for 3 or 30 minutes. Super fun game. Don't have to wait for a sale on this one but if
there is you have no excuse.. This expansion helped to perk up the game early on, but looking back, it is the weakest of all DLC.

I would only recommend this expansion for purchase if you enjoy spells and spellcasting characters. The Necromancer is a
decent 'all psychic all the time kind' of guy, and the Warlock not only starts in the middle region, he is a walking assault battery
of magic. Be aware that the Warlock can really ruin the game for people if the City expansion is used and abused by the
Warlock. The spells are a good dose of mage abilities and also many that are useful to heroes who infrequently dabble.
The leprechaun can be fun if you want to be swimming in more gold than you can reasonably spend in one game. But he is
otherwise lackluster. The ogre chieftain looks like fun until you realize you don't need to dominate anything after a short while
because he's a big baddy from the start. It's typically better to keep trophys. You will also not be evading many monsters...
which leaves his abilities pretty lacking. The ogre chieftain will absolutely destroy the Dungeon expansion though, so if you
want that experience, go ahead.

The rest of the expansion is petty unremarkable.
The endings are weak. Two rehashes of the base game ending (which is atrocious) attempt to make it more palatable. While
these endings are better, they don't do a lot to be exciting. The Ice Queen is a static 12 strength\/craft snooze-fest that you can
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deal with in whichever way is most convenient. Hardly inspiring. The Warlock Quests ending is an interesting concept, but
many of the quests are easily completed and all of them will be done before anyone could make a run for the ending anyways.
The adventure cards are not very good either. If I think about which ones really changed gameplay for the better or even stood
out thematically... I come up with nothing. They are forgettable.

Like almost any DLC, it adds a bit of variety to the game. Buy it for the characters and spells. If the characters don't really do
anything for you, you're pretty safe to skip this DLC and save your money for almost any other DLC expansion. They all offer
more sizeable content and unique experiences; even the non-board expansions. I'd recommend you leave this DLC as a last
option. But hey... if it goes on sale for $2, it's probably a better investment than another coffee and a donut.
. Fun Game!

A lot of fun figuring out the most powerful combos to beat each level with. Only thing that I don't like is having to wait for the
credits every time I beat the last boss. Other than that a really fun game.. This game honestly gets my♥♥♥♥♥♥so hard, buy it
and you will not regret this♥♥♥♥♥
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its a bullet hell, i love bullet hell's. Honestly, one of the key VR experiences that I would recommend to anyone just getting a
headset -- specifically at that price point. Great job guys, had so much fun!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/0_7e18RIvjg. Fun game for about 5 hours then its really repetitive. After the first upgrade the challenge went
away. You can work the resouces as you travel buying low where you are at and selling high where you are traveling to so credits
become pointless after a while. I think this game should be $4.99 or less just due to the replay value being very low.. I've got
over 600 hours using other animation programs such as Maya or Source Film Maker.

That being said, this program is brilliant.

At the start I had no clue what to do, but there's a load of help videos aswell as a document to teach you aspects of the program.
Only took a few minutes before I had something decent made. The rigs were useful too, as they made animating much easier.

It is brilliant for making animated sprites in a video game. I'd recommend it at full price, even though I got this for 75% off..
Game was fine, but just that. It's a remastered version of one of the first games in the series so don't expect too much from it. If
it's only a couple bucks and you want to say you've played them all, you might as well. I'm not upset having bought the game and
spent a good night on it, but it all depends what you expect from the game.
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